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HIT Parade - GRE - Princeton Review June 12, By Akki (Bangalore India) This list consists of the words that are present
in the HIT Parade for GRE from Princeton Review.

Study Tips Foundational math: If you have been away from a math class for a long time, or if you are seeing a
low Quant percentile i. Start by reading a high reading-level publication, such as New York Times editorials
or The Economist for at least 20 minutes each day. Work up your reading stamina until you can read minutes
in one sitting. What position would this author most likely agree with? Your study schedule should have
minutes for four nights, and a double session on Saturday or Sunday three to four- hours , for up to 6 months.
You could shorten the time to three to â€” four months but have a plan for the longest possible duration. Take
10 minutes at the end of their study session each day to write down your reflections â€” two positives and one
negative. This helps you stay accountable i. You can divide the questions in each section into thirds: Every
two-three weeks, do an analysis of areas where you are weak and also areas of strength, based on average time
and average accuracy. When signing up for a course, our coaches recommend choosing one that meets once a
week versus one that meets two or three times a week. The latter may go at an intense pace and realistically,
too challenging to keep up with. Keep an Error Log: Log all questions that you get incorrect, as well as any
you get correct but take longer than two and a half mins to answer. Be detailed and honest with yourself in
your analysis. Review and re-study the concepts you missed, create some flashcards and quiz yourself with
them, write out some notesâ€¦ and then go back to do the next quiz or question set. If you took a class with a
particular provider and liked the teaching method, then using a tutor from the same company might make
sense â€” the tutor will likely approach the content in a way that is familiar. Usually you will have an initial
meeting as well, to make sure it is a good fit. Finding a tutor who got a very high score is great, but
knowledge, experience and flexibility are key. Can he or she: Compare, contrast and evaluate different
methods? Customize for your strengths and weaknesses? Explain multiple ways to answer a question? Modify
strategies along the way? Questions to ask before officially signing up: Does the tutor provide content? Also
be sure to ask for references! It helps to know each day what your to-do list includes. This allowed me to
remain steadfast in my study prep. On any given day, I would know which topics I had to study and the
associated time needed to complete them. Each exam was taken under strict, test-like conditions no pauses,
two 8-minute breaks, etc. I took the exams at 8 am on Saturdays same time of day as my official exam. I even
packed the same snacks that I would use on test day. This helped improve my focus for the longer reading
comprehension passages. As stated above, simulate test day as much as possible.
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Study Flashcards On The Princeton Review: GRE Hit Parade at www.enganchecubano.com Quickly memorize the
terms, phrases and much more. www.enganchecubano.com makes it easy to get the grade you want!

3: GRE Vocab Hit Parade 1 Flashcards by ProProfs
Learn word lists gre hit parade 2 by princeton with free interactive flashcards. Choose from different sets of word lists
gre hit parade 2 by princeton flashcards on Quizlet.
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Princeton Hit Parade for GRE - Download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online. Princeton Hit Parade for GRE.
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Learn gre word list parade by princeton with free interactive flashcards. Choose from different sets of gre word list
parade by princeton flashcards on Quizlet.

6: Free GRE Flashcards
The Princeton Review Hit Parade. The following are the most frequently tested words on the SAT, in order of their
frequency on the www.enganchecubano.com short definitions provided are not exactly like the one's you will find in the
dictionary; they are the definitions of the words as.

7: Free GRE Flashcards about Princeton Hit Parade
of the GRE's Favorite Words with definition stats with the word "Abdicate" and ends with the word "Zenith". GRE
Vocabulary List workout will help you some new words. After finishing Princeton Hit Parade you should memorize
Kaplan's GRE Vocabulary.

8: GMAT/ GRE Test Prep - Management Leadership for Tomorrow
GRE word list princeton review group 1 September 16, By alb_d (India) Words from 'Cracking the GRE ' by Princeton
Review Hit parade Group 1.
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Princeton's hit parade is good aswell, but the probability, that you meet the word from this list at the actual exam is
relatively small. , AM #3 preethamuppu.
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